Since 1986, All About Orphans has been reaching the lives of many around the world through disaster relief efforts, mission trips, Summer teaching programs, pastoral conferences, and total care orphanages. All this is made possible by the generous donations of our supporters.

Today we are excited to announce the launch of our new website. With an all new layout and theme, we hope to provide a better experience for you while you visit. You will find information about our various projects, upcoming events, and ways you can get involved. We will soon be adding more pictures and videos so you can see first hand how your support is touching lives around the world.

We have setup a new Facebook Page. For those who were connected to our former Facebook Group, as well as new comers, come check it out! By engaging in social media, we hope to further spread information about our work and mission.

Twitter has become a great way to stay in touch with people. You can now follow us on Twitter too! Stay informed about our projects. Find out instantly when we have special fundraisers you can get involved with. By sharing this information through a variety of social media outlets, we can get more people involved and accomplish much more!
We have also setup a YouTube Channel. We have video footage of our trips we would love to share with you. This footage includes scenes from our orphanages, pastoral conferences, and more. In the future, we would like to provide teaching and training videos.

We hope you enjoy the new site. Come back often. The more people we can get involved, the greater the impact we can have around the world. We are excited about the road ahead. Together, we can make a difference! Defining the future through changed lives is what we are all about.